
CHOOSING TO CHOOSE 

On the Paintings of Tomma Abts 

Beginning 

Any beginning creates the need for a decision. In 
painting, as in writing, the first decision to take 
is never merely a matter of picking options: of 
selecting one colour or word instead of another. 
Such choices only arise later. The choice to con- 
front at the beginning is whether to begin at all. 
To choose to begin means choosing to commit 
oneself to the process of making decisions. It's 
a matter, as Kierkegaard would put it, of choos- 
ing to choose. It is not a must to decide to make 
decisions. It's a choice that can always be dodged. 
For why should anyone want to paint or write 
something? Of course, you may be expected to 
do so, but expectations alone never produce an 
inner necessity to begin. The decision to begin 
is one that no one can make for you. You have to 
make it youself. In this respect then, the choice 
to begin painting or writing takes place in a void. 
It is the void of the empty canvas or page. 
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By itself, this void does not generate the po- 
tential for anything to emerge. For how could 
an empty canvas or page tell you what to put on 
it? Since you could possibly paint or write any- 
thing, the sense of possibility given by the me- 
dium itself, in its generality, remains void. The  
only positive ground to start from is an intuition 
as to what could be shown or said, the intuition 
that there was something to be shown or said. 
This intuition is yours. So the only real possi- 
bilities are those we create ourselves. In paint- 
ing, as in writing, to create possibilities-to put 
it dramatically-means 'to wrest' them from the 
empty canvas or page. In itself, the canvas or 
page is a hermetically sealed surface; the longer 
we stare at it, the more it closes itself off. And 
even if the initial choice to choose is made and 
there is hence already something on the canvas 
(or page)-something that requires further deci- 
sions to be made-this does not mean that things 
could not, at any time, revert back to the initial 
impasse when, suddenly, we find ourselves con- 
fronted with a canvas or a page that has once 
more become mute and inaccessible. In clos- 
ing itself off, the canvas or page always raises the 
question of the necessity of choice anew: why be- 
gin, over and over again? 

In a sense, the full dramatic implications of 
the question how to begin ever anew were first 
realized by the modernist avant-gardes (it is the 
question they thrive on). This means that the 
question has its own history. Some say that his- 
tory, in the meantime, has caught up with the 
question, so that we could now take a different 
stance towards it, a more lighthearted one some- 
how (for a while they called it postmodern). But 
a question doesn't loose its urgency just because 
it has a history. In the light of how history has 
developed one could actually say that the mod- 
ernist question-the question of beginning and 
choice-presents itself more urgently today than 
ever before. Nowadays the world system claims 
to be without alternatives. Instead of real choices, 
it only presents us with options that have already 
been staked out. Decisions, it seems, amount to 
nothing more than selecting preferences from 
predefined menus. This is the parandid-depres- 
sive disposition that currently dominates society. 
Although everyone talks about options, there is 
no choice. To create a situation that would allow 
one to choose choice conversely, would mean to 
exit a system in which everything seems equally 
possible but nothing makes a difference; and re- 
claim the possibility of deciding to decide-emo- 
tionally, existentially and artistically. One might 



have to be modern, even more so now than in the 
days of modernism. 

Reconsidering 

In their very own way Tomma Abts' paintings 
show what it looks and feels like when choosing 
choice is the choice in question. Singular, ab- 
stract shapes emerge in her works as a result of 
a long process of painterly decisions made in the 
tangible absence of predetermined structures and 
in the palpable presence of a canvas, that seems 
ever ready to close off its surface. In fact, it is 
only when one looks at the paintings for longer 
that they gradually reveal how the potentiality of 
free choice initially emerged within them. The 
experience of grasping this potentiality, however, 
is accompanied by a sensation of slowly seeing 
the certainties disintegrate that the first impres- 
sion of the works may have given you. At first 
sight, Abts' paintings indeed appear to be entirely 
decided. All shapes and colours seem unequivo- 
cal. There are no questing lines; there is no irreg- 
ular application of paint; and their geometrical 
compositions seem to be based on their own self- 
contained logic. But then you start to see: none 
of what now seems so immutably determined did 
(have to) start out that way. I t  all came about in 

the making of the painting. Nothing was fixed at 
the outset. In fact, contrary to the clarity of the 
first impression, there is nothing unequivocal 
about any of the works' details. 

Very few of the lines in Abts' paintings, for 
instance, are ever really positive contours. The 
great majority instead emerge as the margins 
of planes in the course of successive overpaint- 
ing. Most often, broad lines (bands, curves and 
stripes) thus result from negative spaces be- 
tween two adjoining planes, so that those lines 
are actually gaps, opening vistas onto the paint- 
ing's underlying layers. They offer glimpses of 
the colours that may have defined earlier stages 
of the work and give you an idea of the deci- 
sions reversed in the process of overpainting. 
The  more pronounced the contours in a compo- 
sition appear to be, the greater the chances are , 
that it has emerged from a process of overpaint- 
ing-of revising, doubting, and revoking. Abts' 
revisions are in fact particularly rigorous because 
she does not apply the paint of superimposed 
layers thinly enough to allow for earlier stages 
to shine through. In the sections she overpaints, 
traces of previous decisions are instead covered 
by an opaque surface of colour. Abts thus allows 
the canvas to potentially seal itself off again with 
each new layer of paint. But certain traces re- 



main. They show not only in the gaps between 
planes but, in certain paintings, also in the form 
of slightly elevated rims, which run right across 
colour planes where the edge of a now overpaint- 
ed plane used to be. 

This insight into the emergence of the paint- 
ings unsettles our initial understanding of them: 
if lines prove to be gaps and positive shapes thus 
to be negative, the appearance of what seems 
manifest is actually produced by latencies, name- 
ly, by possibilities, whose momentary occurrence 
and eventual disappearance under opaque layers 
of paint have left a tangible (though not always 
visible) imprint on the painting. The presence 
of these latencies in turn shows that the logic of 
decision-making underlying Abts' paintings is 
anything but linear. Neither is there any positive 
plan to be executed step-by-step, nor one sin- 
gle unambiguous point of departure from which 
all else follows. Instead, her works are defined 
by a retroactive temporal logic: the movement 
that leads to the finished picture is a motion that 
keeps flowing back on itself so that what was pos- 
sible in the beginning can become tangible by 
virtue of the very fact that it has been revoked. 

Moreover, Abts' paintings, visibly, do not rely 
on a grid or other predetermined structural pa- 
rameters to organize the form of shapes or choice 
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of colours: Abts creates a geometry outside axi- 
omatic coordinates. Instead, her criteria for mak- 
ing decisions are developed out of the respec- 
tive situational context. For example, otherwise 
clearly defined lines and curves, as often as not, 
may sometimes hit each other or the edge of the 
canvas at odd angles, or barely avoid touching. 
Sometimes they may also get compressed-like 



handwriting squeezed together at the end of a 
page-because there is not enough room left 
on the side of the canvas. Such details show 
how situations occurring in the painterly proc- 
ess (co)determine formal decisions in ways that 
are never entirely unambiguous. Space in Abts' 
works is generally hard to define. Although the 
prevalence of opaque planes in her paintings 
should rule out any impression of depth, curved 
lines in some works surprisingly cast shadows, as 
if to mock the modernist dogma of keeping the 
canvas flat and free of illusions. Just like the odd 
ways in which shapes at times touch or squeeze 
against the canvas' edge, these lively shadows 
are like insinuations of a smile spreading across 
the face of the painting. The drama of choosing 
choice is thus intimately connected to a very spe- 
cial form of painterly humour. 

Facing 

Making decisions means establishing differenc- 
es. Abts' pictures are each distinctively different 
from each other, as every detail within them is 
the outcome of specific situative decisions. The 
experience of the distinctive difference between 
the paintings is hightened by the fact that they 
all share the same, relatively small portrait for- 

mat. The outlines of the field in which the proc- 
ess of painterly decision-making unfolds are thus 
identical each time. Again and again they frame 
the question: What should it be this time? What 
shall it be today? In this sense, Abts' decision 
to only use one particular format over a sus- 
tained period of time testifies to her insistence 
on foregrounding the question of primary choice 
throughout her work. As the material point of 
departure is visibly always the same, the differ- 
ence between the ways in which the new begin- 
ning is made in each work-each time in a dis- 
tinctively specific manner-becomes all the more 
pronounced. 

The choice of the portrait format farther am- 
plifies this experience. If the format makes each 
painting a portrait, the features it shows are al- 
ways different. They too have different names 
(old Friesian ones like Foime, Emo or Ert). Of 
course, Abts' paintings are not actually portraits 
and what they show, strictly speaking, are not re- 
ally faces, either. Still, the point of view that we 
assume when we look at them in the manner how 
we have learned to look at paintings in portrait 
format, leads us to nonetheless somehow face 
them, as if we were looking someone in the face 
who was looking back at us. The abstract shapes 
then read like facial expressions, as if they were 



signs of feelings or thoughts; yet-as the paint- / 

ings' surfaces remain largely opaque- those signs 
are evanescent traces rather than manifest expres- I 

sions. Emotions and thoughts 'play across' the 
painting like a smile can play across someone's 
face. Since all paintings have the same format, 
it's as if they were one and the same mirror from 
which, each time we look at it, a different face 
looks back at us. Eerie. 

Yet, at some point this metaphor wears thin. 
Because in the end, Abts' paintings do remain 
abstract. They relay no information, make no 
confessions and tell no stories. There is a good 
reason for this: If they did all of the above, they 
would only illustrate the possible reality of actual 
emotions and ideas, instead of doing what they 
do now, namely project the real possibility of po- 
tential feelings and thoughts. Feelings, like choic- 
es, are in fact only ever truly put at stake when 
the conventional categories for determining their 
form and content are suspended. As long as we 
continue to portray decisions as steps in a lin- 
ear chain of events (and, likewise, emotions as 
results of the laws of internal causes and effects) 
we may perhaps never truly think (or feel) any- 
thing, because any experience of a real possibility 
is suppressed in advance by a compulsive idea of 
immutable laws. In Abts' paintings there are no 

such laws. In her work, abstraction neither serves 
as a demonstration of some primordial grammar 
of painting nor as an expression of certain psy- 
chological drives. Her approach to abstraction, 
on the contrary, is genuinely dedicated to the 
production of the possibility of choices and feel- 
ings, the reality of which is not relegated to some 
symbolic realm (the history of painting or the 
laws of the psyche) but actualized in the specific 
properties and impact of each single painting. 

(Never-) Ending 

A critical aspect of Abts' work is that she does 
not fall back on either of the two rhetorics which, 
in the history of (postwar) modernism, were 
notoriously used to foreground the question of 
choice and feeling: the rhetoric of the grid and 

- 

that of the gesture. To base the organisation of 
a painting on a grid structure way to invoke the 
existence of some higher form of rationality. It 
meant: Come what may, there is a grammar, a 
structure, which precedes any possible choice 
and predetermines its meaning. The gesture, on 
the other hand, was to conjure up the idea of an 
absolute spontaneity of the artistic act. It implied: 
Everything about a work must be as it is, because 
the unmediated force of psychological impulses 



tolerates no objections. The rhetorics of rational- 
ity and spontaneity resemble each other, regard- 
less of stylistic differences, in that they claim the 
existence of fundamental laws that determine 
the painterly decision and hence come to be illus- 
trated by it. In Abts' paintings, however, there 
obviously are neither firm grids nor grand ges- 
tures. They sustain themselves and put no faith 
in higher laws. 

Since the tone in Abts7 paintings is therefore 
set by neither grammaticality nor theatricality, 
the question of the painterly decision is raised in 
all its urgency, situatively, in each specific mo- 
ment in which a choice must be made. Abts does 
not evade the need to decide. She does not re- 
deem her paintings by means of some leap of 
faith or plea for order. Therefore, her works 
make you encounter the question of choice in 
nuce. To write about this is difficult. Almost in- 
evitably descriptions of such a rigorous engage- 
ment with the basic questions of painting begin 
to smack of the heroic. After all, the concept of 
rigour is the touchstone of avant-gardism. But, 
obviously, to use a rhetoric of the heroic would 
be completely out of place in relation Abts' work. 
For the renunciation of grids and grand gestures 
in her painting implies a dismissal of precisely the 
kind of heroic thinking that looks for the solution 

to all problems in the categorical decision to em- 
brace immutable laws (of the artistic medium or 
psyche). The sole decision that the aging avant- 
gardists, in terms of their heroic thinking, would 
in fact have accepted as a truly decided move, was 
to end painting and paint the final picture. For 
them, deciding meant bringing things to an end. 
That  is the logical conclusion to a type of think- 
ing that elevates painting into the realm of the 
heroic. In effect, however, to heroicize the act 
of ending is just a means to evade the very ques- 
tion of choice. For the question of choice does 
not arise at and as the end but in and as the be- 
ginning; it never presents itself in one final in- 
stant, but situatively, each and every time in a 
different form. By means of their faith in finality 
avant-gardists protected themselves from realis- 
ing the ramifications of their very own demand 
to rigorously face the question of what it means 
to begin choosing choice. To never end begin- 
ning painting, like Abts does, conversely means 
to-un-heroically and therefore truly thorough- 
ly-confront this question. 

And there is yet another challenge regarding 
the meaning of choice which modernism raised, 
and which Abts acknowledges to its full extent 
precisely because she confronts it not in categori- 
cal, but in concrete terms: It is the challenge of 



renouncing composition as a ground for making 
decisions; that is, the demand that there should 
be something more at stake in a painterly deci- 
sion than the search for a tastefully balanced ar- 
rangement of a painting's parts. The grid and the 
gesture in fact were two concepts proposed to 
transcend a logic of decisions premised on com- 
positional considerations. In a similar vein, Mini- 
mal Art proposed the 'gestalt' as a primary prin- 
ciple of form. A gestalt is a simple unified form 
that is identifiable at first glance. The use of such 
forms was thought to open up a far more direct 
access to art than that provided through judge- 
ments of taste. Abts embraces the legacy of this 
critique: The shapes in her paintings do at first 
glance present themselves as a form of gestalt 
(or indeed a face). A sense of clear determination 
prevails in her works and overrules the notion 
that any of its parts could merely be somehow 
composed in this rather than that manner. The 
only difference is that the embrace of the ge- 
stalt again is not a law. For, on second sight, the 
gestalt gradually dissolves as you grasp the full 
scope of the many decisions and revisions that 
had to be made for its seemingly unified form to 
emerge. Yet, the horizon within which this com- 
plexity comes to be experienced is still the gestalt. 
Differences in detail become distinctively percep- 

tible as such precisely because they now stand out 
in contrast to the first impression of a determined 
clarity of form (which, despite its dissolution is 
never entirely erased; it remains present in a state 
of suspense). By these means Abts goes beyond 
composition, yet equally also dismantles the aura 
of the gestalt as an authoritative concept. 

The task that Abts' paintings formulate for a 
reflection on the principles of choice therefore 
lies in understanding the inherent philosophy 
of the space of possibility she opens up in her 
works. It is a space in which the choice to choose 
is truly put at stake, yet in a manner that is de- 
cisively different from the way in which avant- 
gardists of the old school dealt with this matter. 
While they took refuge to heroic categorical po- 
sitions, Abts raises the question of choice through 
particular simative decisions. In her works the 
act of deciding therefore comes to be perceived 
in an entirely different key. It n o  longer presents 
itself as a monumental act which boasts its own 
necessity and legitimacy; rather, the gist of decid- 
ing in fact becomes comparable to that of doubt- 
ing. Decisions take time. Their implications may 
indeed only gradually become clear against the 
backdrop of other possibilities that were discov- 
ered earlier but later dismissed. In the sphere of 
decisions time does not just move forward. The  



flow of time can just as easily change its direc- 
tion and let the memories of the dismissed, lost 
and forgotten reverberate in the newly decided, 
like echoes. In all this, the possibility of choosing 
choice is never just a given. Rather it is wrested 
from a canvas or page, which can seal itself off 
again at any time and thus make it necessary to 
once more begin beginning. Looking back on 
the beginning, beginning always somehow seems 
to have been possible. Yet, in actuality, the pos- 
sibility of this beginning is each time-and in the 
future can probably only ever be-created ever 
anew through particular decisions, the ramifica- 
tions which retroactively showed that you indeed 
chose choice. 

1 Arthur Rirnbaud, A Season in Hell and the Drunken Boat, trans. 
Louise Varese (New York: New Directions, 1961), 89. 
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